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Make gorgeous jewelry, gifts and accessories, quick and easily, using my simple “Confetti 
Foiling” technique. This eye-catching effect is achieved using the remnants from Lisa 
Pavelka  Clay and Craft Foils . Make one or several glamorous pendants quickly and 
easily by gluing in a thin Confetti Foiled clay sheet into one of the many bezel settings 
offered at: www.lisapavelka.com 
 
Materials Needed: 
 

• Lisa Pavelka  Bezel Setting of your  
• Lisa Pavelka  Foils for Clay and Crafting (I used rainbow foil) 
• Lisa Pavelka  Magic-Glos UV Resin  
• Black polymer clay 
• Acrylic roller with a deck of playing cards (or a clay dedicated pasta machine)   
• X-acto type craft knife  
• Deli or parchment paper 
• Work Surface (tile, small mirror or stiff cardboard) 
• Toothpick 
• Oven Thermometer 
• Optional: Lisa Pavelka  Texture Stamp, CRYSTALLIZED - Swarovski 

Elements  pointed-back chaton crystal stone and drill with cone shaped bit, 
permanent markers.  

 
1. Condition one ball of clay by hand kneading or rolling through pasta machine on the 
largest setting until smooth and pliable. Roll the clay through reduced setting until you have 
rolled it out on the 3rd largest setting. You can also roll out clay to this thickness between 
two stacked decks of 4 playing cards using the acrylic roller.   

Lisa Pavelka's Confetti Foil Pendant Continued 
 
2. Place the clay on a piece of deli/parchment paper. Place foil color of your choice, face up 
(color should be showing) over the clay. Press your fingertip down over a small spot to 
warm for 10-15 seconds and then quickly rip the Mylar backing away. Continue to do this 
repeatedly, applying different colored areas of the foil until all or most of the black clay is 
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covered with a random pattern of foil. Tip:  this technique works best and easiest with Mylar 
foil scraps. Optional:  Texture with one of Lisa’s texture stamps.    
 
3. Press the bezel setting down over the clay to cut out the focal piece. You may need to 
use the craft knife for additional trimming of this piece. Glue the clay face-up in the setting 
using just a dab of Poly Bonder glue. Use the toothpick (of a ball tip stylus) to press the 
clay edges firmly against the setting walls. Tip: It's better to over-trim the clay insert and 
cover any exposed edges along the sidewall using the toothpick or a ball tip stylus to 
stretch the clay over any exposed areas of the bezel pan. Adding random texture to the 
foiled clay before this step will camouflage any imperfections in the surface, creating a 
more convincing look of dichroic glass. Bake in a preheated oven at the manufacturer’s 
directions for temperature, for 15 minutes.  
 
Tip:  Some colors of foil may fade or dull in the oven. This can create a desirable soft 
metallic finish that is not unlike niobium. If you wish to make faded colors "pop" once again, 
lightly color over the foil with a matching color permanent marker. Use the lightest version 
of that color you are trying to match for optimal intensity. Do not rub the tip of the marker 
over and over the foil as it can lift it from the clay. Alcohol ink markers and other water-
soluble pens will not be compatible with Magic Glos.   
 
4. When cool, place on a small work surface and apply Magic-Glos as directed in one or 
more layers until a domed, cabochon effect is achieved. Visit the instructional video for 
Magic Glos on my website technique and tips on working with my UV Resin at: 
https://www.lisapavelka.com/Video.asp?VideoID=38 (Tip: a small sheet of scrap polymer 
clay between the setting and curing surface will hold the piece securely in place when 
moving it outside or under the lamp. Make sure the setting is sitting level before applying 
resin). Cure under my UV lamp for 10 -20 minutes or outside in direct sunlight. The cure 
lamp allows for added convenience for cloudy and windy days as well as nighttime use. 
 
Optional: After curing, you can add a pointed back Swarovski CRYSTALLIZED chaton 
component as I've done in the photo, by drilling a cone shaped recess into the Magic 
Glos, (wait at least one hour after curing before drilling). Remove and dust and debris. 
Add a drop of the gloss and then the crystal. Re-cure for 20 minutes to set the stone.  
 

View instructional videos, learn more about product s, and upcoming opportunities 
to take one of Lisa's workshops/cruises at: 

 
 http://www.lisapavelka.com  
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